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1. ABOUT THIS CHARTER
This Customer Charter provides you with a summary
of your rights, entitlements and obligations under
your agreement with Online Power and Gas (“us”/”we”)
and under the laws and regulations that govern the Victorian
electricity industry. We are required to comply with a range
of applicable laws and regulations including the Electricity
Industry Act 2000 (Vic), the Australian Consumer Laws
contained in schedule 2 of the Competition and Consumer
Act 2010 (Cth) and the Australian Privacy Principles
contained in the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth).
We must also comply with the various codes and rules applying
to the marketing and sale of energy in Victoria, including the
Energy Retail Code published by the Essential Services
Commission. In this Customer Charter, we describe such laws,
regulations, codes and rules as the ‘energy laws’. We will also
provide you with a printed copy of this Customer Charter on
request by contacting us on (03) 8354 6800. This Customer
Charter is also available from our website.

2. WHO IS ONLINE POWER AND GAS?

Online Power and Gas is an independent electricity retailer.
We are licensed to retail electricity in Victoria.
Our offer and sign up process is straightforward and easy to
understand, however, to avoid any confusion this Customer
Charter is aimed to provide our consumers with clarity around
all of our services.

3. OUR AGREEMENT WITH YOU FOR THE SALE
OF ELECTRICITY

Set out below is a brief description of the types of agreements
we offer to our residential and small business customers.

3.1 Market Agreement:

You will have entered into a market agreement with us if you
have accepted a market offer from us (Market Agreement).
When you sign up to a Market Agreement, we will provide
you with a welcome pack that contains the full details of what
you have signed up to. The welcome pack outlines the terms,
tariffs, charges, any applicable discounts, payment options
and agreement period.

3.2 Standard Agreement:

Besides our Market Agreement, we also offer Victorian
residential and small business customers the opportunity to
enter into a standard agreement with us, which is based on
the standing offer tariffs applicable to your premises and the
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standard terms and conditions we publish in the Victorian
Government Gazette, as varied from time to time, which are
not fixed term agreements (Standard Agreement).
If you are a domestic or small business customer you can
accept our standing offer for your premises by contacting us
and requesting to do so. You will also be deemed to be taking
electricity from us under a Standard Agreement (based
on our applicable standing offer tariff and our standard terms
and conditions) for a short period of time if you take electricity at a premises for which we are the responsible electricity
retailer without having entered into a different Agreement
with us or another retailer for the supply of electricity.

4. DISCOUNT

In some instances when you sign up to a Market Agreement,
we will give you an opportunity to receive a discount. This will
either be a guaranteed discount or a pay on time discount.
A pay on time discount is a discount that is provided to you
if you pay your bill on or before the due date. If any part of
your account with us is in arrears then you are not entitled to
receive a pay on time discount. The terms of a pay on time
discount will be outlined in your Market Agreement.
Our Standard Agreement does not contain any discounts. If
you are currently on a Standard Agreement and would like
to sign up to a Market Agreement please contact us on (03)
8354 6800.

5. COOLING OFF PERIOD

When you enter into a Market Agreement with us, your
Agreement may be subject to a 10 business day cooling off
period (Cooling Off Period). If one applies, the details of how
you can cancel your agreement will be set out in your welcome pack.

6. TRANSFER

If another retailer currently sells energy to you and you
enter a contract with us, you give us consent to transfer your
energy sale arrangements to us. When you provide us with
consent we will obtain your explicit informed consent by clearly
outlining, for your full consideration, the terms and conditions
of your new offer. Your consent will be recorded through one
or more of the following methods depending on how we have
contacted you:

•
•

written consent, if you are with a representative of ours
or if you have signed up online; or
verbal consent, if we are speaking to you over the phone
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You will continue to purchase energy from that retailer until
the transfer to us is complete. This process does
not involve disconnecting or otherwise interrupting your
energy supply.

6.1 When sale starts

The sale of energy by us to you under an agreement will not
start until:

•
•
•
•

all transfer requirements (if any) have been met;
connection and metering services been arranged for the
premises;
you have provided us with a security deposit if, in certain
circumstances, we have requested it; and
you have provided us with the information that we
require and we are satisfied that you have met our
preconditions (if any).

In most cases, we commence supplying you with electricity
after the next meter reading at your premises, however, if you
have a smart meter your transfer may complete as soon as
possible after your Cooling Off Period ends.

7. YOUR ELECTRICITY SUPPLY

Your local electricity distributor owns and manages the poles
and wires that deliver electricity to you and is a separate
entity to Online Power and Gas. The distributor is also
responsible for the supply of electricity to your premises. Your
distributor is dependent on where you live. You cannot
choose your distributor.
Our only role in this process is to request delivery from the
distributor, and to pay the distributor, on your behalf. We
do not control the delivery of energy to you or the quality
or reliability of energy supplied to your premises. This
quality and reliability is not affected by your choice of
energy retailer. You should be aware that your energy
supply may be subject to fluctuations in quality and may
not be continuous. In certain circumstances (for example an
emergency, maintenance, to connect a new customer or
reasons of health or safety), we or your distributor are
entitled to interrupt your energy supply. Where possible, you
will be given advance notice. If you require uninterruptible
supply, you should make emergency backup arrangements. If
your supply is disrupted or you are experiencing any type of
fault or failure, you should contact your distributor to have
the problem rectified. The contact numbers for distributors
are at the back of this Customer Charter. Otherwise, call us
and we can advise you of the contact number.
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If a person who resides at your premises requires life support
we are obliged to advise your distributor. It is your obligation
to notify us if you have life support at your premises.

8. ACCESS TO YOUR METER

It is your responsibility to provide us with suitable access to
your meter at all times. Please ensure that locked gates, dogs or
other obstructions do not prevent access to your meter. As well
as meter readings, you must allow your electricity distributor
to do repair work or connect or disconnect supply.

9. ABOUT YOUR BILL

We will bill you for the amount of electricity you have consumed
including network charges, metering costs, service to property
charges and any applicable taxes such as GST. We will issue you
with a bill at the frequency agreed to under your agreement. At a
minimum we will bill you at least every three months.
You must pay us these charges and any other specific charges
that apply to services we supply to you under your agreement
with us. Payment terms are 12 business days following the
date of dispatch of your bill. Payment options are listed on
the back of your bill.
We will include the following information on your bill:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

your name and account number, the relevant premises
and your mailing address; the assigned National Meter
Identifier (NMI) and meter number;
a graph/information showing average daily consumption or
estimated consumption for the relevant period and a
comparison for the same period the previous year (if we
hold that data);
details of the tariffs and charges applicable to your bill
and, if they changed, the periods they applied to, including
the average delay cost of each smart meter tariff
component over the billing period;
bill benchmark information for similar households within
Victoria;
whether the bill is based on an actual meter read or an
estimate
the total amount you must pay;
any price changes applicable to you;
the billing period and the payment due date;
any amount your account is in arrears or credit;
if you have provided us with a security deposit
(refundable advance), the amount of that deposit;
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•
•
•
•
•
•

any amount deducted, credited or received under a
government funded energy charge rebate, concession
or relief scheme (excluding business accounts) or under a
payment plan;
a summary of payment options and methods
details of availability of concesssions
our telephone number for billing and payment enquiries
and a 24 hour contact telephone number for faults and
emergencies;
the estimated period for your next scheduled meter
reading (if applicable); in relevant languages, details of
interpreter services; and
if your bill is a reminder notice, contact details for our
complaint handling process.

10. MERCHANT FEES AND DISHONOUR FEES

If you make a payment using a method that results in us
incurring a merchant service fee we will recover this fee
from you. If you make a payment and through your fault the
payment is dishonoured or reversed resulting in us incurring a
cost we may recover that cost from you plus an administration
fee.

11. HISTORIC BILLING INFORMATION

We will retain historic billing data and provide it to you in
accordance with the Energy Retail Code.

12. PROPORTIONATE BILLING

Where your bill covers a period other than your usual billing
cycle or a period during which your tariffs and charges change,
we will prepare your bill so that you are charged the correct
tariffs and charges for the relevant portion of the billing
period.

13. METER READING AND ESTIMATIONS

Your bill will generally be based on your actual
meter readings but may in some circumstances be
based on an estimate or substituted reading. If we have
given you an estimated bill and we subsequently read your
meter or otherwise get a reliable meter reading we will
adjust your account to the extent permitted under the energy
laws. We will also use best endeavours to read your meter at
least once within any twelve-month period. An estimated bill
may either be:

•
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based on your historical billing data or, where we do not
have your historical billing data, average consumption
at the relevant tariff calculated over the period covered
by the estimated bill; or

•

based on a previous reading of your meter. You can
request that we replace an estimated bill with a bill
based on our actual reading of your meter and we will
do our best to comply. In some cases we may allow you to
provide self-obtained reading for us to bill you on.
You may be charged an additional fee for this. If you are
responsible for us being unable to read your meter (for
example, blocked access to your meter) and you
later request an actual reading you will be charged an
additional service fee.

14. UNDERCHARGING

If we have undercharged or not charged you, we may include
that amount on your next bill (and note there has been an
adjustment) or issue a special bill.
We can only recover up to 9 months of any undercharged
amounts unless the amount was undercharged or not
charged as a result of your fault or unlawful act or
omission. We will not charge you interest on the
undercharged amount and will offer you time to pay the
undercharged amount over the same period of time
during which you were undercharged (if less than 12 months)
or otherwise over a 12 month period.

15. OVERCHARGING

Where we have overcharged you we will contact you as
soon as we have become aware of the error and repay the
amount in accordance with your reasonable instructions and
requirements under the energy laws.

16. SHORTENED COLLECTION CYCLE

In certain circumstances, we may place you on a shortened bill
collection cycle. We may also place you on a shorted
collection cycle if we have given you reminder or warning
notices for 2 consecutive bills and you are not experiencing
payment difficulties. If you pay 3 consecutive bills by the
due date, we will return you to the billing cycle you were
previously on.

17. REVIEW OF A BILL

You may request a review of your bill in accordance with
our standard complaints and dispute resolution procedures
(details of which are available from our website:
www.onlinepowerandgas.com.au). In the meantime, you may
be required to pay the portion of the bill that you do not
dispute or the average amount of your bills over the last 12
months, whichever is lesser. If you require a meter reading or
your metering data to be checked, we can require you to pay
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a charge in advance for doing so. If the bill under review is
correct, you must pay for the cost of any tests or checks and
pay any amounts outstanding. Should the review disclose an
error, we will adjust the bill and refund any advance payment.

18. HARDSHIP POLICY

We recognise that any customer may experience times of
genuine financial hardship.
We recognise that a customer experiences genuine
financial hardship when that customer intends to pay, but is
unable to, because of circumstances beyond the customer’s
control.
This can be due to a number of things, such as unemployment,
serious illness or death in the family, disability or other personal
reasons. We believe that a customer in these circumstances
should not be subject to the additional burden and stress of being
threatened with disconnection and collection action during
the period of their genuine financial hardship. We provide
information on our Hardship Policy to all customers on a
regular basis and on request. In addition, we have internal
assessment processes that enables us to identify customers
in genuine financial hardship. A customer who is experiencing
genuine financial hardship will not have his or her
electricity supply disconnected, and will not face recovery
action, as long as the customer continues to make
payments according to the terms of their agreed payment
plan or other agreed payment arrangement and remains
in regular contact with Online Power and Gas on (03) 8354
6800.

19. CONCESSIONS

If you are eligible for a concession (for example, where you hold
a concession card) or wish to enquire whether you are eligible
for a concession you can contact us on (03) 8354 6800 to make
arrangements or discuss your eligibility. Alternatively, the
Department of Human Services in Victoria can give you
information about your eligibility for concessions at their
website www.dhs.vic.gov.au/concessions.

20. DISCONNECTION

If you do not pay your bill by the due date and haven’t made
alternative arrangements with us, we may, as a last resort,
disconnect your energy supply. However we will contact you
beforehand.
If you would like us to disconnect the energy at your address,
please contact us at least 3 working days before you require
disconnection. We may also disconnect your supply if you:
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•
•
•

do not allow us access to your meter or supply address
(and we have made all required efforts to contact you);
have sourced energy illegally;
are in breach of your energy contract or any relevant
regulations; or do not provide the acceptable identification
required by your agreement.
If you are a residential or small business customer and you
have been disconnected, we will lodge a request for reconnection of your energy supply within 24 hours of your request
if you have fixed the problems leading to your disconnection
and have paid (or made arrangements to pay) any outstanding
amounts.

21. RECONNECTION

We will reconnect your electricity supply on your request if the
reason for your disconnection is resolved and any additional
charges for reconnection have been paid.
Reconnection will occur:
if your request for reconnection is before 3pm on a
business day, on the day of the request; or

•
•

if your request for reconnection is after 3pm on a
business day, by the end of the following business day,
unless your request is made before 9pm and you agree to
pay an afterhours reconnection fee, in which case we will
reconnect you on the same business day that you made
the request. Reconnection may be able to occur quicker if
your premises can be reconnected remotely.

22. MOVING INTO YOUR NEW PREMISES

You may arrange for the connection of electricity to your
premises in the following ways:

•

•

Existing electricity supply:
We will need to organise your meter to be read so that
you can start receiving energy bills in your name. We will
conduct a read of your meter on a business day. We will
letyou know of any applicable guidelines pertaining
to connectionin your area in the welcome pack and
before you provide your consent to enter into an
agreement with us.
New electricity supply:
If your premises is not already connected to the distribution
network, we may contact your electricity distributor
to determine the availability of supply and to organise
a new connection to your address. New connections can
take some time and your earliest contact with us is
recommended. We will require certain information from
you in order to arrange your connection.
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23. PRICE CHANGES

We will always endeavour to provide our customers
with competitive prices. We may have to vary your prices
to accommodate any increases in various costs such as changes to the Consumer Price Index, distribution costs, wholesale costs or operating costs. We will notify you as soon as
is reasonably practicable, usually by email, by no later than
the date of your next bill to be impacted. This will be done
in accordance with the terms of your Agreement with us and
the ‘energy laws’.

24. CREDIT

When you enter into an agreement you may be subject
to a credit check being performed by Dun & Bradstreet
w: www.dnb.com.au | e: pac.austral@dnb.com.au | T: 1300
734 806) .Dun & Bradstreet is a credit reporting body, for all
purposes permitted by law.
Credit checks will be conducted in accordance with the
‘energy laws’ and the codes and guidelines set out by the
Australian Information Commissioner.
We collect, hold and use, information related to your
commercial and consumer creditworthiness from Dun &
Bradstreet .We also disclose information to them. Check is
conducted for the purpose of assessing your credit capacity
and your ability as well as willingness to repay debts and
collecting payments from you. Creditworthiness information
includes information that is both positive (like payment
information) and negative (like defaults or serious credit
infringements that we may disclose to credit reporting
bodies if you fail to pay us). Our privacy policy and the credit
reporting body’s privacy policy (see our website:
www.onlinepowerandgas.com.au ) have more information on
how we and the credit reporting body, manage and share
personal information, including creditworthiness information.
The policies also include how you can access, correct, and
make complaints about personal information, request that
your information is not used for credit pre-screening, and
request a ban on use of credit information where you have
been a victim of fraud. Online Power and Gas will authorise
collection agencies to act on their behalf to collect the outstanding monies owing on your account.

25. COMPLAINTS & DISPUTE RESOLUTION

If at any time you wish to make a complaint please contact
us straight away and we will endeavour to resolve your issue
as soon as possible. We are confident that we can resolve
any concern that our customers may have promptly. You can
reach our complaints handling and dispute resolution team
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by emailing customerservice@onlinepowerandgas.com.au or
calling (03) 8354 6800. If you still have any further concerns
we will be able to put you in contact with the relevant Energy Ombudsman for you area to further investigate your complaint for you. Contact details for Energy and Water Ombudsman Victoria are as below:
EWOV phEWOV emailEWOV website-

1800 500 509
ewovinfo@ewov.com.au
https://www.ewov.com.au

26. PROTECTING YOUR PRIVACY

We are bound by the Australian Privacy Principles contained
in the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth), including in relation to the
collection, use and disclosure of your personal information. A
copy of our Privacy Policy is available to you on our website
www.onlinepowerandgas.com.au

27. CANCELLING YOUR AGREEMENT

You should check your agreement with us (including the
energy plan and welcome pack) and relevant details to
understand if it is a fixed term agreement. If you are ending
a fixed term agreement before the agreed date, an early
termination charge may apply.
We only require you to pay early termination charges for the
early termination of a Market Agreement.

28. DISTRIBUTOR CONTACT INFORMATION
United Energy
AusNet Services
Jemena 		
CitiPower
Powercor

13 20 99
13 17 99
13 16 26
13 12 80
13 24 12

POSTAGE OF INVOICES:

Note that each invoice issued by post may incur a $2 processing
fee (excluding GST).
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